
Read carefully this manual before use

PRECAUTIONS

- This product is not destined to be a medical application; it is reserved for

domestic use.

- Do not put the belt on a person who is unable to move, on a baby or on ani-

mals.

- If there is any doubt about the heat or coolness use in your situation, consult a

doctor.

- In cases of sickness or discomfort, stop using CLIMSOM INTENSE and consult

a doctor.

- Do not expose to sunlight for prolonged periods.

- For storage, empty water from the pad by pressing on the "drop-stop" springs

connector and place the product in a dry place.

- Fold with caution (without marking the folds).

- Due to temperature differences there might be condensation: ventilate your bed.
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To work, the CLIMSOM INTENSE mattress topper must be connected with a CLIM-

SOM thermo-controller (not included).

The CLIMSOM INTENSE mattress topper achieves the coolest or warmest temperatures,

because of its silicone material which improves thermal transfer and because of the large

amount of water flowing through the silicone “grid”.

TIPS

1) Use the intense freshness to relieve heavy legs and relieve restless legs. The

coolness or heat will be felt even through clothing.

2) Use the intense heat on low back pain, lumbago and other muscle contrac-

tures.

3) Put yourself on the "soft” surface of the CLIMSOM INTENSE mattress when

you want a more moderate temperature.

COMPOSITION

Plastic Surface PVC / NYLON

Inside Mattress SILICONE / PVC

Mattress Protector POLYESTER 80% - COTTON 20%

Thermotherapy Mattress Topper
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INSTALLATION

1) Connect your CLIMSOM INTENSE to your CLIMSOM thermo-controller.

2) Fill the water tank of your CLIMSOM thermo-controller.

3) Place the "intense" thermo-controlled surface (1) face-up for direct contact with

the user or choose the "soft" thermo-controlled surface (2) if you want less intense

heat.

4) Turn on your CLIMSOM thermo-controller and set the temperature.

To start, try moderate temperatures and increase or decrease gradually to find your

personal comfort temperature.

MAINTENANCE

The silicone pad (4) can be cleaned with soap and sponge, without

any detergent.

The cover (3) can be machine washed (gentle cycle, 30°C without bleach water),

after removing the inside silicone pad (4).

Let dry in open air - Do not use tumble dryer.

Do not iron.

Do not dry clean.

Do not mark the folds when you store your CLIMSOM INTENSE.

1 - "Intense" thermo-controlled surface

2 - "Soft" thermo-controlled fabric surface

3 - Machine washable cover

4 – Inside - silicone mattress topper

5 – Connection pipe

6 – Connector
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DESCRIPTION
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Discover our range of products on 

www.climsom.com

Contact us: contact@climsom.com


